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The year 1958 marks a year ofjubilees for Father Bernard Hubbard,
S.J. His will be the grace of celebrating his Golden Jubilee as a Jesuit. It
brings as well, the thirty-fifth anniversary of his Ordination to the Sacred
Priesthood. He attains his seventieth birthday. And with his trek to Alaska
this summer, he closes a thirty year career of geological explorations which
merited him the name of the Glacier Priest of Santa Clara.
Anxious to be the first to proffer congratulations to Father on his
jubilees, the Student Body of the University anticipates these golden hours
by dedicating the Redwood 1957 to this son of Santa Clara, Father Bernard
Rosecrans Hubbard, S.J.
No one more illustriously carried the name of Santa Clara across the
world. As an explorer and lecturer; as a geologist and educator; as special
consultant and chaplain to the Armed Forces in Alaska, and as a missionary
of the Faith, Father's labors of fifty years write a record of distinction.
Best known as the Glacier Priest, Father began his explorations in
1919 in the Alps while studying in Europe. But his major contributions to
science began when he started his explorations to Alaska in 1927. He was
assigned to his Alma Mater, Santa Clara in 1926 and from this base of
operations, he wrote his thirty year record of achievement. In the Jesuit
tradition of St. Francis Xavier, of Kino and De Smet, Marquette and
Ricci, he crossed unexplored frontiers along the Aleutians; he made valu-
able contributions to the science of geology; executed several special mis-
sions to the Orient and to Europe for the Society ofJesus; and aided the
Jesuit Missions of Alaska, building shrines
and chapels that sanctify the land of the
ight sun. Indeed, the two happiest
of his life, says Father Hubbard,
^as the day he was graced by a
special audience with His
Holiness, Pius XII, and
the day he dedicated his
Shrine to Christ the King
on King Island in Alaska.
On and on reads the
record, and this record is
not yet complete. But on
this occasion, we rejoice
and are proud of Santa
Redwood, 1957 to Father
bard, S.J.
mREV. BERNARD HUBBARD, SJ.
On the Mendenhall Glacier which was covered by one
hundred feet of ice when he first explored it in 1927,
Father offers a Jubilee Mass in 1952 on the twenty-fifth
anniversary of his Alaskan explorations.

Blizzard on edge of Shisaldin Volcano.
In remembrance of Paul Cooper, freshman engineering student, who was killed in an automo-
bile accident at the beginning of the second semester of the year.
MOST REV. JOHN J. MITTY, D.D
ARCHBISHOP OF SAN FRANCISCO
His Excellency completes this year a quarter cen-
tury of generous dedication to the Mystical Body
as Metropolitan of the Province of San Francisco.
Santa Clara salutes its Shepherd and Friend.
SANTA CLARA GROWS
The erection of Edward McLaughlin Hall this year gave
further evidence of the expansion program of the Uni-
versity. The hall is dedicated to one of our California
pioneers who later became a patron to the University.
Present during the ceremonies of dedication were rela-
tives of Edward McLaughlin who continue their ances-

















FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK.
. .
KNOWLEDGE has its own "Hall of Justice"
wherein the educated man daily faces as witness for or
against his conduct the Truth of Things as they are.
Society echoes this fact in the ancient French adage
"Noblesse oblige;" Christian comment has long urged
it in the trenchant words "To whom much has been
given, much will be required." Natively keeping pace
with the privilege of Learning is the Duty of Educated
Men.
The 1957 REDWOOD is a happy record of the
friendly processes of Learning—the kaleidoscope of
books and banners, of talking and thinking, of writing
and doing, of prayer and of play. Implicit for everyone
pictured herein is another and sterner record partially
and still to be written: the record of each one's fulfill-
ment of the responsibilities of Learned Men. For, these
are they of whom the world speaks when it demands,
"Noblesse oblige!"
As these pages now and through the years recall to
us the high privileges of college life, then, may they end-
lessly inspire us to the high conduct demanded of college
men.





Standing, left to right: Arthur Kenny, Rev. Charles Guenther, S.J., Berchman Bannan,
Rev. Austin Fagothey, S.J., Vincent O'Donnell, Harold Toso. Sitting: Rev. Edward
Zeman S.J., Rev. Herman Hauck, S.J., President, Rev. Edward Boland, S.J. Not
present: Rev. Wilfred Crowley, S.J., Rev. James King, S.J., Victor Chargin.
ADVISORY COUNCIL
Standing, left to right: Charles J.
Dirksen, Dean, College of Business
Administration^ Thomas Faust,
Long Advertising Co. San Jose,
Samuel Ferguson, Sylvania Elec-
tronics Co., Alex Hart, Hart De-
partment Store, San Jose, Wilmot
Nicholson, contractor, Victor
Stefan, Alumni Secretary, Peter
Pasetta, builder, Wallace Ken-
ville, Vice-President, Bank of
America, Neal Hammond, Ford
Motors. Sitting: George L. Sulli-
van, Dean Emeritus, College of En-
gineering, Francis Dowd, General
Electric, Kenneth Challon, real-
tor, Fred Frederickson, E.F. Hut-
ton Co., Paul Dias. attorney. Rev.
William C. Gianera, S.J., Di-
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ROBERT J. PARDEN, Ph.D.
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Rev. W. C. Gianera
S.J., M.A.
Assistant to the President
%
Rev. E. R. Boland
S.J., M.A.
Director of the Library





Rev. E. J. McDermott
S.j., M.A.
Admtnistrator




Rev. E. J. Zeman
S.J., M.A.
Secretary-Treasurer







Rev. C. F. Guenther
S.J., M.A.
Director of Purchasing

















































James M. Becchetti '


















.eonard Bristow Edwin J. Brown




































Rev. Patrick J. Donohoe,
S.j.
S.T.L.,Alma, 1945


















































































































































































































Gerald J. Phelan, S.J.
B.S., Loyola of L. A., 1950
English







Rev. Richard J. Roberts,
S.J."




M.A.. South Dakota, 1953
Dramatics, Public Speaking





WiUiam F. Sheehan, Jr.










John A. Seiquist, S.J.
Ph.L., St. Louis, 1956
Economics
4
Major William M. Shirey
B.S., U.S. Military Academy,
1944
Military Science
Major Arthur E. Snioot Rev. Ferdinand ). Spiclci
A.B., Lynchburg C.olleiie, S.J.
•

























































M/Sgt. F. J. Barry
Military Science
Louis F. Boitano




























B.A., Santa Clara, 1956
Audio-Visual Services
Phillip L. Olsen









B.S.C., Santa Clara, 1943
Business Administration
Herman R. Roesti
















LL.B., Santa Clara, 1941
Law





































I GERALD T. KIRREN
Jere E. Williams
ASUSC Vice-President















The annual publication, Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges,
honored eighteen members of the Class of '57
this year.
The book is published with the main pur-
pose of giving recognition to graduating college
seniors throughout the nation who have proven
themselves to be outstanding, both academically
and in extra curricular activities, on their respec-
tive campuses.
These students have been picked by the
executive committee of the ASUSC and were ap-
proved by the Vice-President in charge of Stu-
dent Affairs, the Academic Vice-President, and
the Student Chaplain. The winners receive a
short biographical listing in the Who's Who
Book, and Certificates of merit for their worthy
and generous contributions to Santa Clara.
The honor of receiving a Who's Who Award
is considered one of the highest honors here at
Santa Clara and the University is also proud to
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Pete Sheaff Louis Souza Jere Williams Bob Wilkins Bob Wood
SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT





Frank E. Perez, Secretary Travis R. Montgomery, Sgt.-at-Arms

















John C. Adamo, B.S.
Block 'S.C, Nobili Club, In-
tramurals, Varsity Baseball.
Napa, Calif.
Thomas C. Atkins, B.S.
International Relations Club,
Radio KSCU-FM, Intramural
Basketball, Day Students Assoc.
Los Altos
Eugene M. Azevedo, B.S.
Blackstone Society, Pershing
Rifles, Glee Club, Election
Committee, Moot Court Com-
mittee, Clay M. Greene Soci-















Paul G. Busacca, B.S.
Blackstone Society, Clay M.
Greene Players, KSCU , Intra-
mural Baseball, Debating.
Fresno
Thomas P. Breen, B.S.
Redwood, Editor-in-Chief, '57,
Nobili Club, Pres., Kappa Zeta
Phi, Who's Who, Sanctuary
Society, Intramurals, Rally
Committee, The Santa Clara.
Hollister
t:'
Richard S. Campisi, B.S.
Alpha Phi Omega, Kappa Zeta
Phi, Mendel Society, Intramu-
rals, Varsity Wrestling, Day
Students Association.
San Jose
Carlo F. Caralli, B.S.
Mendel Society, Day Students
Assoc, Nobili Club, Archaeo-
logical Society, Intramurals.
San Jose
Robert E. Castanccla. B.S.
Blackstone Society, Pres. 3, 4,
Glee Club, Vice-Pres., 3, 4, So-
dality, Santa Clara, House of
Representatives, Redwood,
Layout Editor, 'bl , Catecheti-







Robert A. Clarkin, B.S.
Varsity Soccer, Varsity Tennis,
Sodality, Varsity Rifle Team,
Camera Club.
Quezon City, Philippines
Vernon L. Costa, B.S. Richard P. Cotter, B.S.
The Santa Clara, '49-51, Clay Galtes Chemistry Society, Sec,
M. Greene Players. Intramural Basketball, Volley-
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William F. Delucchi, B.A.
Blackstone Society, Interna-









Thomas J. Flood, B.S.
Kappa Zeta Phi, Pres., Intra-
mural Committee, Chairman,
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Gerald P. Flynn, B.S.
Blackstone Society, Ski Club,





Terrence J. Ford, B.S. Daniel P. Gaffney, B.A.
Blackstone Society, Debating, Block 'S.C, Varsity Baseball,
Nobili Club, Ski Club, Intra- Intramurals.
murals, Thomist Club, Social La Habra, Calif.
Committee.
Stockton
' Mj i ' ,M •;
John L. Gardella, B.S.
Nobili Club, Student Advisory
Board, Intramural Committee,




William R. Giffen, B.A.
Thomist Club, Pres., Block
'S.C ' , Varsity Baseball, Black-
stone Society, Student Coun-
sellor, Intramurals, Chief Jus-
tice, Student Court, Nobili
Club.
Tracy, Calif.
Robert E. Gebbie, B.S.
Thomist Society, \,2, Black-
stone Society, 1,2.
Redvvnod City
Henry E. Harrington, B.S.
The Santa Clara, The Owl,
Associate Editor, Nobili Club,
Glee Club, Ski Club, Literary
Club, Dramatics Arts Contest.
Los Altos
Neal P. Harrison, B.S.
Sodality, prefect, 4, Sanctuary
Society, House of Representa-
tives, Kappa Zeta Phi, Who's
Who, The Santa Clara, N.F.
C.C.S., Intramurals, Frosh Ad-











Francis P. Healcy, Jr., B.S.
International Relations Club,
Pres., Kappa Zeta Phi, Black-
stone Society, Nobili Club,








Carl A. Hendricks, B.S.
Mendel Society, Ski Club,






tional Relations Club, Nobili
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William D. Home, B.S.
Scabbard and Blade, Day Stu-
dents Assoc, \'ice-Pres., Alpha
Sigma Nu, Clay M. Greene
Players, Pres., Senate.
Sunnyvale
Lucius F. Jenkins, B.S.
Alplia Phi Omega, Varsity
Basketball, Block 'S.C, Intra-
murals, Ski Club, Hawaiian
Club, Nobili Club.
Honolulu, T.H.
Paul K. Johnson, B.S.
Mendel Society, Archaeologi-
cal Club, Ski Club, Nobili
Club, House of Representa-
tives.
Casper, Wyoming









Artliur J. Lewis, B.A.
Sodality, Student Advisory
Board, Redwood, Advertising
Mgr. '56, Managing Editor,
'51 , ASUSC Senate, Co-Chair-
nian. Lecture Series, Boxing,
Who's Who, Nobili Club.
Portland, Oregon
:\ \ \ \
Stanley J. Louis, B.S.
Sodality, Sanctuary Society, In-
ternational Relations Club,
Nobili Club, Blackstone Soci-




Roy G. MacFarland, B.S.
Day Students Assoc, Student





Joseph A. Michaels, B.S.
Mendel Society, Nobili Club,
Ski Club, Intramurals.
Stockton
•Fred B. Maguire, B.S.
Alpha Sigma Nu, Vice-Pres.,
Kappa Zeta Phi, ASUSC Stu-
dent Court Justice, ASUSC
Senate, Scabbard and Blade,
Blackstone Society, Intramu-
rals, Day Students Assoc.
Redwood City
Richard D. Maher, B.S.
TJie Santa Clara, Managing
Editor, The Owl, Associate
Editor, The Redwood, Liter-
ary Editor, Nobili Club, Thom-
ists, Blackstone Society, Ski
Club, Debating.
Upland, Calif
Roderick D. McNeil, B.S.
Basketball, 1,2,3.4, Block 'S.C,
Junior Class Pres., Alpha Phi
Omega, Alpha Sigma Nu, The





Payi Americayi Club, Basket-
ball, 1,2,3,4, Senior Class Sgt.-




Gerald R. Mutz, B.S.
Blackstone Society, Sec, Inter-
national Relations Society, Owl
Oratorical Contest, Senior
Counsellor, High School Sen-
ior Day Committee, Day Stu-
dents Association.
San Jose
Robert A. Norden, B.S.
Blackstone Society, Day Stu-
dents Assoc, N o b i I i Club,
Camera Club, Hawaiian Club.
San Jose
Gerald W. Orr, B.S.
Nobili Club, Galtes Society,
House of Representatives, Stu-
dent Advisory Board, Fresh-
men Initiation Committee,






Thomas A. Palmer, B.S.
The Santa Clara, KSCU, Gal-
tes Society, Nobili Club, Stu-
dent Advisory Board, Intra-
murals.
Boise, Idaho
Robert D. Pellant, B.S.
Glee Club, Nobili Club, Intra-
murals. Redwood '57.
Whittier
Stanley T. Peters, B.S.
Galtes Society, Vice-Pres., No-
bili Club, Day Students Assoc,
Intramurals.
Burlingame
Eugene M. Premo, B.S.
The Santa Clara, Sports Edi-
tor, Editor-in-Chief, Redwood,
"57, Nobili Club, Day Students
Assoc, Kappa Zeta Phi, Who's
Who, KSCU, Senate, House of
Representatives, Intramurals.
San Jose
Ronald H. Rader, B.S.
KSCU, Alpha Phi Omega,
Kappa Zeta Phi. Day Students




Joseph T. Rishwain, B.S.
Nobili Club, The Santa Clara,
Mendel Society, Vice - Pres.,
House of Representative!;^ Stu-




Jerome J. Rogers, B.S.




Nixon J. Sellars, B.S.
Mendel Club, The Santa
Clara, Seriate, Ski Club, hitra-
murals.
Boise, Idaho
Roy M. Sloan, B.S.
Galtes Society, House of Rep-
resentatives, Red Hat Band.




Peter J. Sheaff, B.S.
Mendel Society, Pres., Sanctu-
ary Society, ASUSC Senate,
House of Representatives, No-
bili Club, Kappa Zeta Phi,
Red Hat Band, hitramurals.
Orinda, Calif.
• /
Frank L. Ryan, B.S.
The Santa Clara, Sports Edi-
tor, Student Catechism Teach-
ers, Director, Sodality, Mendel
Society, Archaeological Society,
Publicity, Arts and Science
Ball, Freshmen Advisory
Board.
f ! r -
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Louis B. Souza, B.S.
Kappa Zeta Phi, Pres., Scab-
bard and Blade, Pres., Pershing
Rifles, Pres., Nobili Club, Vice-
Pres., Social Chairman, ASU
SC, Who's Who, Sodality, Ral-
ly Committee, Alplia Sigma
Nu, Redwood, Circulation





John H. Taylor, B.S.
Mendel Society, Pershing Ri-




Lawrence F. Terry, B.S.
Kappa Zeta Phi, The Santa
Clara, Waterpolo, KSCU, Lec-
ture Series, Student Advisory
Board, I.R.C., Scabbard and




Galtes Society, Student Affili-













Galtes Society, Student Affili-




Senior Class President, Who's
Who, Chairman, Student Prob-
lems Committee, Sophomore
Class Vice-Pres., Boxing, So-
dality, Sanctuary Society, Lec-
ture Series, Publicity Director,
The Santa Clara, Frosh Orien-




Richard F. Venezia, B.S.
Basketball 1,2,3,4, Baseball 1,2,
3,4, Block 'S.C, Representa-




LeRoy M. Baker Anthony J. Janelli
Richard J. Kohlmann
John A. Lester





















Delta Sigma Pi, Kappa Zeta
Phi, Nobili Club, B.A.A., Pres.,
Congress, Senior Class, Pres.,
Student Advisory Board, Intra-
murals.
Redwood City
Bernard P. Bunce, B.S.C.





Delta Sigma Pi, Pres., Social
Chairman, Alpha Phi Omega,
Kappa Zeta Phi, B.A.A., Wres-
tling, House of Representatives.
San Jose
Thomas G. Carey, B.S.C.
Delta Sigma Pi, B.A.A., Chess
Club, Red Hat Band, Day Stu-
dent Association, Intramurals.
Antioch
Allen C. Clarke, B.S.C.
Frosh Basketball, Frosh Base-
ball, B.A.A., Treas., '56-'57,
Nobili Club, Intramurals, The
Santa Clara, Redwood, Sports
Editor.
Los Angeles
Paul T. Davis, B.S.C.
International Relations Club.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Roger K. Davis, B.S.C.
KSCU-FM, B.A.A., Pan-





D ay Students Association,
B.A.A., Baseball.
San Jose








Adrian R. Dioli, B.S.C.




John W. Gardner, B.S.C.
Alpha Sigma Nu, Beta Gamma
Sigma, Delta Sigma Pi, Chan-
Cambrian Park
I'
















Kappa Zeta Phi, B.A.A., Glee
Club, Pres., The Santa Clara,
Bus. Mgr., Sodality, Sanctunry
Society, House of Representa-
tives.
San Diego





Sanctuary Society, Rally Com-
mittee, Santa Clara, B.A.A.,
Clay M. Greene Players.
San Marino
Ray S. Hausler, B.S.C.
B.A.A., Scabbard and Blade,






B.A.A., Glee Club, Pershing





Robert E. Jones, B.S.C.
B.A.A., Delia Sigma Pi, Block




Peter S. Kimball, B.S.C.
Delta Sigma Pi, B.A.A., Scab-
bard and Blade, Intramurals,
House of Re presentatives.
Carmel
<*'ff*'
Gerald T. Kirrene, B.S.C.
ASUSC Secretary, ASUSC
President, Who's Who, Kappa
Zeta Phi, Delta Sigma Pi.
Sacramento
John A. Krimmer, B.S.C.
Scabbard and Blade, Pershing
Rifles, Clay M. Greene Players,
B.A.A., D.S.A., Ski Club, Cam-
era Club.
Santa Clara
Franklyn D. Kotey, B.S.C.
Lodi
Victor J. LoBue, B.S.C.
Delta Sigrtia Pi, Professional
Chairman, Day Students
Assoc, B.A.A., Alpha Phi





Norman H. Marsh, B.S.C.
Day Students Assoc, B.A.A.,
Intramural Basketball.
San Jose
Francis W. McDonald, Jr.
B.S.C.
Clay M. Greene Players,
B.A.A., KSCU, Scabbard and






Delta Sigma Pi, B.A.A., The





B.A.A., Nobili Club, Scabbard




John S. Pavlatos, B.S.C.
Delta Sigma Pi, Scabbard and




Frank E. Perez, B.S.C.
Senior Class Sec, Delta Sigma
Pi, Sec., B.A.A., Beta Gamma
Sigma, Pershing Rifles, Scab-
bard and Blade.
Agana, Guam
Richard R. Rolla, B.S.C.
Rally Committee, B.A.A., Delta
Sigma Pi, Intramiirals.
Madrone, Calif
Alfredo F. Sere, B.S.C.
Soccer Club, Vice-Pres., Sgt.-
at-Arms, B.A.A.
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
^^/.^u j\u(.vjj,i 1 i.i I M r M 1
' H George R. Soetje, B.S.C.
B.A.A., Delta Sigma Pi, Var-
)
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Keith H. Stearns, B.S.C.
Camera Club, Pres. '55-'56,
Scabbard and Blade, Student




Edwin J. Valencia, Jr.,
B.S.C.
B.A.A., Day Students Associa-
tion.
Los Gatos
John P. Tagho, B.S.C.




Day Students Assoc, B.A.A.,
Delta SigT7m Pi.
Los Gatos
Robert E. Wilkins, B.S.C.
Alpha Sigma Nu, Pres., House
of Representatives, Delta Sig-
ma Pi, Chancellor, Beta Gam-
ma Sigma, Thomist Club,
B.A.A., Varsity Baseball.
San Carlos
Charles A. DePaoli, B.S.C.
Norman E. Huletz, B.S.C.






















Waterpolo. Ski Club, Engineer-
ing Society, International Rela-
tione Society, American Assoc,













of Radio Engineers, Santa







Team, Nobili Club, Engineer-
ing Society, Minor Sports Com-
mittee, Day Students Assoc.
San Diego
Herbert R. Beaxen, Jr.,
B.S.M.E.
Enguireriug Society, Pres., Stu-






Alpha Sigma Nu, Tau Beta Pi,
Student Court, Kappa Zeta
Pin, KSCU, Ski Club, Rifle
Team, Junior Class Sec, In-

















ASME, Tau Beta Phi, Engi-
neering Society, Day Students
Assoc.
Dubuque, Iowa
Paul L. Busher, B.S.C.E.
Ski Club, Eri^ineerin^ Society,
Novice Boxing, Intramural





Ski Club, KSCU, Asst. Engi-
neer, AIEE-IRE, Tau Beta Pi,
1 n t ramur als , Day Students





Junio, Class Treas., Engineer-
ing Society, Intramurals, Red-
wood '57, Sanctuary Society,







American Institute of Electri-
cal Engineers, Engineering So-





ety, Day Students Assoc, In-
tramurals, Tennis Team.
Euclid, Ohio
•il i-^.i ( I
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Bin? C. Chin, B.S.E.E.
AIEE-IRE, Engineering Soci-



















Engineering Society, ASCE, , ,
Intrarnurals.
San Francisco
John G. Clements, Donald L. Comstock,
y PV/' \\ '\\i \i _ B.S.C.E. B.S.C.E.





, / ' , Society, ASCE, Scabbard and Orick Calif
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Donald C. Dust, B.S.E.E. Martin I. Egan, B.S.C.E.
Day Students Assoc, AIEE, ASCE, Engineering Society,





Santa Clara, Engineering Soci-
ety, AIEE, IRE, Tau Beta Pi,
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Who's Who, ASUSC, Treas.,
Rally Committee, Chairman,
Kappa Zeta Pi, Sodality, Sen-
ior Ball, Chairman, Engineer-
ing Society, Soccer Club, Scab-













Camera Club, Pershing Rifles,


















Day Students Assoc, ASCE,



















dent Advisory Board, Day Stu-
















ASCE, Block 'S.C.,' Engineer-






r 1 ; B.S.C.E.
I
\
Day Students Assoc, Engineer-
.
I I
ing Society, Civil Engineering
I






ASCE, Vice-Prcs. 3, Engineer-
ing Society, Chairman, Santa





Engineering Society, Day Stu-
dents Assoc, ASCE, American






Tau Beta Pi, AIEE-IRE, En-
gineering Society, KSCU-FM,
Sodality, Sanctuary Society, Al-





/ Ennineering Society, AIEK, I
/ KSCU, The Santa Clara,
j
^












Engineering Society, Day Stu-
I I
dents Assoc, American Insti-
1 '
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AIEE-IRE, Tau Beta Pi, Cam-





Tau Beta Pi, Ski Club, Frosh
Advisory Board, ASCE, Engi-





Erik Tandberg, Louis G. Weiss,
B.S.M.E. B.S.C.E.
Engineering Society, Water- Engineering Society, ASCE,
polo, Day Students Assoc. Intramurals.




Day Students Assoc, 'Tau Beta









l^au Beta Pi, Pres., Alpha Sig-
ma Nu, Treas., Engineering So-
ciety, Scabbard and Blade,
ASME, House of Representa-




Henry F. Williams, Jere E. Williams, John H. Zickgraf, Joseph J. Zuccaro,
B.S.E.E. B.S.C.E. B.S.E.E. B.S.E.E.
AlEE-IRE,Tau Beta Pi, Sane- ASUSC, Vice-Pres., Junior Engineemg Society, Red Hat AIEE, Engineering Society,
tuary Society, Sodality, Simba. Class Vice-Pres., Engineering Band, AIEE, Vice-Chairman 4, Day Students Association.
Sacramento Society, ASCE, Senate, Who's Tau Beta Pi, Intramurals, Sunnyvale
Who, Programming Commit- Bowling, Simba.








Naw, it's a Theta this time.
Look! It's worse than Breen's
















Sitting, left to right: Delbert Delbeck, Joseph Panetta, Robert
Cross. Standing: Robert Hoover, Mike Virga.
/UOOT COUR/T
Pcie Borello, Carl DimefT, Frank Saunders,
Leonard Cain, Bill Cowgill.
STUDENT BAR/
ASSOOATfON
John O'Brien and Kelly Ogle
B00I6 CO/UMfTTE£
Seated, left to right: Liane Stewart, Leonard Cain, Kenneth





























Front row, left to right: John Ball, Carl Dimeff, Rally
Courtney. Second row: John O'Brien, Joe Panetta.
Standing: Tim Hanifin, Bill Cowgill, Bill Clopton.
(NTRAMURALe
Marshall Bean, Doug O'Connor, Dan Sullivan
LIACON
MOOT COUR/T
Sitting, left to right: Bill Cowgill,, Tim Hanifin, John O'Brien,
Robert Maynard, Frank Saunders. Standing: Pete Borello, Ben
Francis, Gene Azevedo.
Standing: Bob Baker, DickCrompton, Rally
Courtney. Kneeling: ]ohn Ball, Bill Clopton.
Gene Azevedo Bob Baker
Tom King







































































During the fall and spring semester, the Junior Class, under the able guidance of George
Davis, President, made all classes of Santa Clara, past and present, recognize the fulfillment
of its spirited capabilities.
The first semester saw a successful Junior Exclusive at the Almaden Golf Club, and for
the most part, a semester devoted to tedious planning for a more inspirational second semester.
The second semester was inaugurated by a Junior Class sponsored Mixer-Dance. Mc-
Laughlin Hall was ready for occupancy in the early part of March, and to provide conven-
ience for the occupants, a coffee room was set up. The Junior Prom, held at the Villa Hotel
in San Mateo finished the Junior Class social season.
The origination of a student Directory, which will, in the future, facilitate personal con-
tact amongst the Student Body, was undertaken by a group of able Junior Class members.
After such a successful year, the Class of '58 looks forward eagerly to their Senior year

























































Dick Onishi Terry Orr
Ui^
Ron Pacheco
Jim Paimtag Ron Pardee
Jack Parker
84





Gerry Roberts Flavio Robles





Ev Smith Jim Spadafore
m^s^*vUM!^-mJ>^'msm








































Small but mighty are the words to describe the Class of '59 after having completed its
second year at Santa Clara. The Sophomores, led by president Don Eaton, through hard
work and programming inaugurated one of the foremost Frosh initiations in the history of the
school. After the initiation program came the highly successful "Party Time—a Political
Mixer", sponsored by the Sophomore Class. To end the semester, an autumn exclusive was
held at the Elk's Club in Palo Alto.
Second Semester saw other activities such as the Spring Exclusive, held in the Empire
Room of the Sir Francis Drake Hotel in San Francisco.The class concluded the year with a
steak barbecue at Santa Cruz. This event proved to be perhaps the most enjoyable of all and































































































































































































































































































































































Young in years, yet aged in experience, the class of '60 concluded its Freshman year with
one of the better exclusive dances held this year at Santa Clara.
The first function of the year was an enjoyable Christmas party. Some of the other class
functions throughout the year were a movie, whose proceeds were donated to the local
March of Dimes, a cool snow trip to Reno, and a class picnic.
The class suited up the best Freshman Basketball Team to don Santa Clara uniforms in
recent years. The 1956-57 edition of Frosh baseball team also well represented Santa Clara
on the diamond. Intramurally, the class placed a second in the President's day competitions.
Throughout the year, members of the class of '60 repeatedly proved to the Student Body
that they will be of unquestionable help in the years to come, even though they be hard,
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rm MAIL MUQT GO rmauG^l
J/
MOM/ U/E'LL SEE WWO'S RUNNINGS? OOL
This past summer the University purchased one (1) 48 ton
tank on the urgent request of George "Rommel" Olcese who
complained that he was suffering physical intimidation at the
hands of the students. Father Kelley and George are shown
putting the M-48 through its paces on Ryan Field. This is meant
as a public service to warn the Student Body to beware of the
"Tank Terror of the Mail Room." The Redwood takes pride in























Colonel Arthur H. Hogan, B.S.
Professor of Military Science & Tactics
Back Row, 1. to r. : Sgt. Hudson, Sgt. Barry, Sgt. Cochran, Sgt. Webster, Sgt. Thompson, Sgt. Ferry.








First Row, 1. to r. : VV. Chapman, T. Cunningham, W. Lowes, F. McDonald, J. Pavlatos, F. Healey,
T. Yuki, E. Premo. Second Row: A. Andrade, A. Balberde, G. L'Estrange, D. McCosker, G. Thomp-
son, J. Gardella, D. Dust, T. Atkins, P. Smith, R. MacFarland, T. Miller. Third Row: J. Gaffney,
R. Venezia, J. Krimmer, R. Ryland, J. Moran, L. Jenkins, R. Sloan, T. Breen.
2ND BATTALION
Kneelino, 1. to r. : A. Janelli, J. Williams, P. Nicolas, B. Boessow, A. Clarke, T. Flood, N. Harrison,
P. Salmon, J. Tormey. Standing: P. Kimball, J. Orr, J. Bristol, K. Hermann, J. Fitzpatrick, B. Brit-
schgi, R. Pellant, G. Weyand, R. Owens.
^fc^^
Standing, 1. to r.: J. Zuccaro, M. Hanrahan, J. Clements, P. Jones, G. Flynn. Sitting: J. Figini, C.
Cantoni, F. Perez, L. Souza, J. Rogers, B. Home.
JUNIOR BATTALION —
"V COMPANY
m ^ €^ ISI ^ ^m
Third Row, 1. to r.: Easley, Favorito, Abreu, Birmingham, Bannan, Dempsey, Dubay, Ciraulo.
Second Row: Gala, Garo, Gilley, Donahue, Duke, Egan,^ Azevedo, Breen, Bukow, Gissler. First Row:
Calvo, Boscacci, Enos, Allen, Home, Hanrahan, DeMartini, Fong, Filice.
1
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Third Row, 1. to r.: Lopez, Hoffman, Moceo, Lynch, Laney, McDevitt, McCuUough, Leach,
Menne, Hamilton, Murphy. Second Row: Janosko, Leone, Gillmor, Keating, Healey, Kosinski,
Kerins, Lalor, McKenzie, Keitges, Kopp. First Row: Jones, Merriman, Jacobberger, Kenning,
Jones, Cantoni, Zuccaro, Murakami, .Miller, Molinaro, Murphy.
CCT 55L" COMPANY
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Third Row, 1. to r.: Whalen, Stephen, Vranizan, Siri, Nulk, Wegener, Palmtag, Senasac, Thomp-
son, Polk, Silva. Second Row: Tomasello, Wetzel, Pardee, Nucci, Ward, Parker, Smith, Plageman,
Traina, Young, Roach, Pacheco. First Row: Negri, Sober, Pfaff, Nobriga, Flynn, Figini, Clements,
Soriano, Peterson, Orr, O'Brien.
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The R.O.T.C. Band under the command of Cadet Stearns
played at reviews and retreat formations for the Corps of
Cadets.
SOUND RETREAT!
With this command the flag is lowered each dav at
U.S. Military establishments throughout the world.
Here the flag is being lowered at Santa Clara's
weekly retreat formation on the R.O.T.C. parade
ground.
"C" COMPANY—2nd Battalion
Best Company in the 1st and 2nd Battalions under the
command of Cadet Maj. Cunningham. He was assisted by

















Executive Committee, /. to r.:
Ken Murphy, Tom Breen, Gerry
Kirrene, John CoHins, Jere Wil-
Hams.
'
The ASUSC Senate turned
in an impressive agenda this
past year. With President Kir-
rene wielding the gavel, impor-
tant student functions were
handled.
A more expansive student
loan system greatly benefited
the entire Student Body. New
and revised dance budget forms
were created and put into ef-
fective use with excellent re-
sults. The thorny parking problem was again tackled with some concrete
results. Policing of parking was transferred from the Block SC to a Student
Body committee. The Sgt.-at-Arms will handle the program and thus pro-
vide for continued checking of the areas.
The outstanding project of the year was the Hungarian Scholarship
Fund which was chairmaned by Jere Williams and Don Eaton. These two
men organized the project to procure $1400 to enable a Hungarian student
to attend the University of Santa Clara. The project enabled the Student
Body to show concrete interest in current world affairs.
The ASUSC Senate, together with th£ House of Representatives
showed this year how successful student government can be made.
/. to r.: Don Egan, George Davis, Jim Morin, Gene Premo, Tom Breen, Jere Williams,





Action was the by-word of the House
of Representatives during the past year.
Speaker Jere WilHams directed this
group composed of club presidents, com-
mittee chairmen, and class vice-presi-
dents.
The work of the House was initially a
coordination of activities in order to avert
conflicts between organizations. Repre-
sentative Dan Boessow helped clarify the
position of the House in Student Govern-
ment by compiling a functional scheme
of duties and responsibilities.
The Christmas float provided an op-
portunity for all organizations to work
together and the fruits of this cooperation
was the first place trophy in the Santa
Clara Christmas Parade.
A number of new organizations petitioned for recognition and after a due
probationary period were granted full membership in the House. The Chess
Club and the Soccer Club were among these new groups.
The House sponsored a student taxi service on election day for those who
could not find a way to get to the polls. It proved quite successful.
Along with the upper chamber, the Senate, the House provided for a
smooth functioning extra curricular set-up to meet the needs of an ever expand-
ing Student Body.
Standing, I. to r.: Parada, Coyne, Kearney, Heaphy, Hamilton, Orr, Gallagher, Sloan, Louis,
Senasac, Rishwain, Easley, Giffin, Kimball. Sitting: Soriano, de la Pena, Lopez, Gooding,
Britschgi, Souza, Williams, Breen, Harrison, Castaneda, Gavotto, Pavlatos, Weyand. u
Left to right: Ron Enos, Frank Soriano, Gail Siri.
SOOAL
Standing, I. to r.: Pete Breen, Ben Frasse.
Seated: Louis Souza.
PERSONNEL
Standing, I. to r.: Bob Kirrene, Dennis McCosker.
Seated: John Gardella, Bill Johnson.
ACVfSORY COMMfTTEE
Stajiduii^, I. to r.: Mike Hanrahan, Frank Healy, Frank Mooney, John Moran, Jerry Cle-
ments, Roy Sloan, John Gardella, Larry Terry, Howard Taylor. Kneeling: Bob Ciraulo,






The revolution in Hungary against com-
munistic tyranny affected the University as it
did the rest of the world. A petition was cir-
culated on which was stated that the Student
Body would support any action that the United
States should wish to take. This petition was pre-
sented to Representative Charles Gubser in a
ceremony in front of the Mission following a stir-
ring address by Professor Frederick Wilhelmsen.
Congressman Gubser delivered copies of the
oetition to Henry Cabot Lodge of the
United Nations and to the Pres-
ident of the United States.
This event showed to the







%. RepresentativeCharles Gubser A.S.U.S.C. Pres.Gerry Kirrene ProfessorWilhelmsen
'^
JVAlways a greatly
anticipated event is the
Annual Freshmen Week at the
University early in September. Prep-
arations are made long in advance for a
week "to remember" in which the Frosh find
themselves developing a true spirit of unity and
comradeship with their fellow students.
This year the Freshmen Week Committee was directed
by Bob Ryland. The entire committee worked hard to make
the "Class of 1960" at home in their new surroundings. Sen-
iors John Gardella and Lou Souza, together with Sophomore
Ben Frasse were members of group which organized and car-
ried out the fine plans assisted by the Sophomore and Senior
Classes.






Hurrying To The Bookstore.
The Student Body of Santa
Clara sponsored the most successful
blood drive in the University's
history. Nick Sellars and the Men-
del Society worked in cooperation
with the Red Cross to get over 180
pints of valuable blood. This sur-
passed the donations of our neigh-
boring Institution, San Jose State
which has a greater enrollment.
Congratulations are due to
Nick Sellars, the Mendel







^ One more donor.
As is traditional at the
University, high school seniors
from all of the Bay Region
were invited to participate at
SENIOR DAY at Santa
Clara University.
Three hundred seniors
were guests of the Student
Body in order to witness stu-
dent life and classes first hand.
In this way their choice of
schools after graduation is
made easier.
The visiting seniors ben-
efited from the well organ-
ized program which was pre-
sented them under the capable
direction of Robert Pellant.
One of the most interesting
and inspiring events held for
them in the de Saisset Art
Gallery and Museum was a
round-table discussion about
the advantages of the Univer-
sity offers.
With the cooperation of
the University Senior Class,
this year's SENIOR DAY
was most successful.
Standing, I. to r.:






The final Senate meeting took place in the
Ship on May 27. The meeting was of special
importance because it marked the First An-
nual Awards Day.
Awards were presented to those graduating
Seniors who have made unselfish sacrifice
during their four years at Santa Clara.
Awards were first presented to those Seniors
who have actively participated in athletics.
They were presented with certificates signi-
fying the gratitude of the University.
Next, ASUSC President Gerry Kirrene was
presented with a gold watch. The watch was
a gift of the entire Student Body for Gerry's
work and sacrifices during the past year as he
led the Student Body to a highly successful
year.
The final awards presented were the Who's
Who certificates. Eighteen seniors were
chosen for these awards presented to them by
Ken Murphy, ASUSC President for the com-
ing year.
Rich Montgomery receives his award for basketball.
WUNom^ Vfiy
The First Annual Founders Day at Santa
Clara took place on March 18 in the Univer-
sity Auditorium. The purpose of this function
was to honor those sons of Santa Clara who
have distinguished themselves in their various
vocations as true Christian gentlemen.
The Distinguished Achievement Awards
were presented to Frank M. Heffeman, Class
of 1908, Augustin Donovan, Class of 1910,
and to Alexander T. Leonard of the Class of
1910. The evening was concluded with an
address by Father President, commemorat-
ing the awarding of the first degree in the
West to Thomas I. Bergin, B.A., in 1857. T
Mr. Heffernan receives a Distinguished Achievement Award
from Fr. Hauck, President of the University.
PRtSfD^rS PAY
Dawson leads the pack over the hurdles.
The annual day of activities held to honor
Father President commenced with Mass in the
Mission Church. After breakfast the Seniors con-
ducted the events on Ryan Field.
This year was fruitless for the Seniors, for the
Sophomores assured their victory with the
v\inged-feet of Jim Taylor. However, the Seniors
were not to be outdone. They compensated for
their losses on the field with their unique descrip-
tions and impersonations during the Faculty-
Senior Baseball game. As usual, it was another
win for the faculty, led by stellar pitching of
Father President.
The day was concluded with a gala mixer
held on the tennis courts.
The day was highly praised by both the stu-
dents and the faculty for its smoothness of oper-
ation and enjoyment for all concerned.
Plenty of food for all.
<.
Father Hauck displays versatility at bat and
on the mound.
The Rally Committer, under the
leadership of John Figini, has once
again captured the title of "the most
active organization on campus." In-
cluded in the year's activities were a
huge bonfire prior to the USF bas-
ketball game, a rally at the San
PVancisco International Airport be-
fore the Chicago trip, a special
game activity honoring the USF
pom-pom girls, sponsorship of the
Red Hat Band, nocturnal campus
watching during the "raiding sea-
son." The crowning event of the
year was a "Hilltop ruse" conducted
by members of the Committee
which netted "trinkets" that were
used by the Dons in their trading for
native manpower.
Sitting, I. to r.: R. Ciraulo, P. Brachman, J. Figini, J. Tomasello, G. Siri, G.
Givven. Kneeling: J. Gardella, A. Borgerding, P. Breen, T. Bannan, J. Murphy,






"Wc seek to promote intellectual development
and enlightenment, upon a practical problem, both
for our own students, and for members. of the adja-
cent communities/" This is the purpose of the Santa
Clara Lecture Series.
Lender the leadership of Art Lewis and Howard
Johnson, co-chairmen, the Lecture Series Commit-
tee chose as its topic for discussion this year Industrial
Relations.
Four phases of this broad subject were success-
fully organized into a valuable and informative whole
by the Lecture Series Committee. The four discussion
topics covered were: Guaranteed Annual Wage,
Migrant Workers in California, Automation, Right-
to-Work Laws.
Ken Murphy, Robert Wood, John Casey, Larry
Terry, Paul Schafer, Dennis Ferguson and Don John-
son contributed valuable services to the success of the
series as members of the Committee.
/. to r.: Ken Murphy, Larry Ter-
ry, Bob Wood, Dennis Ferguson.
/. to r.: Mr. Ralph Showalter, Mr. Edward Maher, Mr. John Troxell.
OPQN
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The September social scene was
again dominated by the annual Open
House. Headed by Lou Souza the Stu-
dent Body hosted over 500 girls from
bay area colleges with an afternoon and
evening of entertainment. A variety
show opened the day's festivities fol-
lowed by a garden supper efficiently
handled by Pete Breen. The evening
was capped with an outdoor dance
which is remembered as the most suc-
cessful of the year.
Lou Souza
PARADE
The House of Representatives un-
dertook a new task this year which
gained for the school a trophy and
favorable publicity. The City of
Santa Clara sponsored its first an-
nual Christmas parade and the Uni-
versity answered the challenge by
entering the winning float. Bob Cas-
taneda chairmaned the committee
which was rewarded for its efforts
with the first place trophy.
The House proved that it was a
unified, hard working body. This
was due in great measure to the
leadership and organizational abil-
ity of its speaker and ASUSC Vice-
President Jere Williams.
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Top row, I. to r.: Jardine, Taddeucci, Schroeder, Traina, Clarke, McNeil,
Lally, Fr; Phelan. Middle row: Doyle, Jones, Castaneda, Espinosa, Dona-










The year 1956-57 brought to light the
real influence that The Santa Clara, the
official weekly publication of the Associated
Students, has in regards to campus activi-
ties. Led by Editor-in-Chief Gene Premo,
The Santa Clara never failed to take a
stand on burning campus issues. Premo was
assisted in his labors by a competent Edi-
torial Department consisting of Bob Caro,
Managing Editor, Pete Breen, News Editor,
Mike Keating, Feature Editor and Frank
Ryan, Sports Editor.
Notable accomplishments of the year
were such features as a Football Consensus,
light news feature articles, biting editorials
by Premo, and lucid feature articles. In
fact, The Santa Clara found itself in the
middle of many of the controversies facing
the ASUSC and Student Government.
The Santa Clara owes much credit to its
unsung moderator and advisors. Rev. Rich-
ard Roberts, S.J., Rev. Raymond Kelley,
S.J., and Gerald Phelan, S.J. These men
contributed their time and efforts so that






Gerald J. Phelan, S.J.
Moderator
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Editor Bob Gerecke launched this year's Owl with
the firm statement that its purpose as the hterary mag-
azine of the University was the formation of "writers
with a Christian perspective."
In the Autumn and Winter issues which he edited
there were articles on such topics as liturgical art, the
Jocist movement and the Science-Liberal Education con-
troversy. These and the stories, book reviews and poetry
were lauded for their fine style and content.
Editor Gerecke resigned his position in order to de-
vote his efforts more fully to the Young Christian Stu-
dents movement on campus and Clayton Barbeau, himself
a published writer, took over the literary quarterly.
The Spring issue of the magazine, which has come
to be known as "the provoked owl" because of its strik-
ingly original cover, was a new magazine. White space
was utilized to full advantage while colored paper and
varying type faces also added to the magazine's attrac-
tiveness.
The Summer issue maintained this emphasis on at-
tractive layout, and both issues continued to stress the
necessity for quality in both style and content.




Father Tennant Wright, S.J.
Waging war against "dull, pedestrian articles"
the magazine contained provocative articles on the
Catholic Worker Movement, the dialogue Mass, the
plight of the engineer, and the irrationality of boxing
as well as book reviews and short stories.
Editor Barbeau, stressing as Bob Gerecke had
done, the tutorial task of the magazine, arranged that
most of the material to appear in the magazine would
be read to members of the Shipsey Literary Club.
Thus, authors were able to profit by criticism and
discussion of their stories and articles prior to their
publication. This aided in insuring continued high
quality as well as providing the aspiring writer with
much needed criticism.
The oldest college literary quarterly in California,
THE OWL has, in the past year, also become one
of the most advanced undergraduate magazines in
the country.
Back row, I. to r. : Encimer, Mann, Quinlan, Coyne.












The Redwood Staff has prepared for its readers
a new, and we hope, an interesting issue. Following
the "jumbo" policy of increasing picture sizes to
eliminate the customary eye strain.
Jack Thompson provides this year's edition with
the best art work, both in cover design and in di-
vision pages, ever seen in a Bronco yearbook.
Our Moderator, Father Tait, S.J., was the man
with the needle who started us on our way and kept
us going.
Bob Castaneda, layout editor, gives the Red-
wood the newest ideas in its history with his clever
page designs.
Al Borgerding and Ah Clarke put in the long
hours of makeup work. Art Lewis kept our budget
under tight control. There were many more who
can't be mentioned but their reward is the finished











Kdilor-in-Chiej Thomas P. Breen
Layout Editor Robert E. Casteneda
Assistant Robert D. Pellant
Mana^iri!^ Editor Arthur J. Lewis
Assistant Joseph A. Miller
Organizations Editor Charles A. Borgerding
Assistant Thomas A. Barman
Sports Editor Allen C. Clarke
Assistant Hilliard B. Polk
Copy Editor Peter A. Breen
Art Editor John R. Thompson
Photography Editor John C. Kirby
Activities Editor Gerald A. Roberts
Senior Biographies William R. Chapman
Law School Rodney C. L. Chu
Literary Editors Richard Traina,
Advertising Manager David M. Rudolph
Circulation Manager Louis B. Souza
Assistant Everett M. Boscacci
Faculty Advisor Rev. Alexander Tait, S.J.
"' ^^^^^^1







Rev. Alexander Tait, S.J.
Moderator
<^yr» mi*limp"' 3Bf<^
Kneeling, I. to r. : E\ cix'tt Bostacti, Ro,<;lt Easily, Rodney Chu, Gent; Picniu.
Sitting: Scrooge McDuck, Bob Wood, Bob Pellant.





Left to right : Larry Schechtet, Clayton Barbeau, Ron Rader, Chuck Can-
toni, Ted Scheley.
This past year has been KSCU-FM's most successful season. With its
new 1000-watt transmitter and antenna system installed and operating,
KSCU's range compared favorably with most commercial FM stations. The
fine classical and semi-classical music of KSCU is received as far as San Rafael
and Martinez in the north, and Salinas in the south.
Another improvement during the year was the increase in broadcast hours,
with programs now beginning at 6:00 P.M. The extra hour enabled KSCU
to program dinner music for the enjoyment of its listeners.
KSCU's schedule was ably directed by station manager Ron Rader, pro-
gram director Clayton Barbeau, personnel manager Ted Scheley, chief engi-
neer Chuck Cantoni, and business manager Larry Schechtel. Father Spieler
was the station's faculty moderator.
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STAFF
Left to rinht: Whytmans, Espinosa, Ryland, Hamilton, Flanagan, Egan, Yanok, Morin, de la
Pena, Taddeucci, Heaphy, Givvin.
Lejt to right: Lamasney, Stomp, Burdick, Maher, Shannon, Barrett,
















Kerhulas, Stember, Herbst, Dunlay, Moynihan, Barbeau, Eaton.
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This year marked the 100th anni-
versary of the University of Santa
Clara Debating Society.
The team represented the Univer-
sity in seven major debates during the
fall and spring semesters, including the
Western Speech Association Tourna-
ment at the College of Pacific. This
was the first year that Santa Clara par-
ticipated in this tournament which is
one of the largest in the nation. The
Broncos emerged with an over-all rec-
ord of 1 2 wins for 1 9 attempts or close
to a 70% average for the entire year.
The highlight of the year for the
club was the debate between Santa
Clara and Stanford University on co-
education. Donald Eaton and Corne-
lius Moynihan represented the Mission
University.
This year's presentation of
Julius Caesar might well be
acclaimed the finest produc-
tion by the Clay M. Greene
Players. The playing-direct-
ing ability of Mr. William
James of the Drama Depart-
ment was especially enjoy-
able as was the "Theater-in-
the-round" method used for
this production.
F. McDonald, R. Stember, G. Shannon.
J. Mitchell and S. Kump
The play "The Importance of Being
Earnest" was another great achievement
of the Clay M. Greene Players. All those
who attended were impressed by the cali-
ber of the actors that were involved in this
humorous play.
R. Heaphy, S. Beauplant, R. Jones.
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The de Saisset Art Gallery and Museum, un-
der the able general-directorship of Rev. Joseph
J. Pociask, S.J., and the directorship of Dr.
Josef Hilpert, completed its second year of con-
certs, lectures, and exhibits of sculpture and
paintings. Over 30,000 persons visited the
Gallery.
Concerts included such well known artists as
Luigi Silva, cellist, Mme. Stephanie Shehatovich
and Elena Guirola Hitchcock, pianists, and
Esther Duarte, contralto.
The concert of Roald Reitan,
baritone, and "Music of
Father Joseph Pociask, S.J.,
General Director, described to
Jack Higbee one of the Fox
Gobelin Needlepoint tapestries
on exhibit.
Vienna" by Sven Reher and
his talented wife, Anne,
proved to be two of the most
popular programs of the
year.
Lectures were given by
such prominent and popular
figures as Erik von Kuehnelt-
Ledden, Claude-Countess of Kinnoull, Frank V.
de Bellis, Leroy V. Brandt and Dr. Frank Sul-
livan on subjects that ranged from "Liberalism"
to "Music Makers: Iceland to Naples."
In all there were twelve concerts, fourteen
lectures and eight major exhibits.
On May 18, the Gallery season closed with
an invitational concert and champagne supper
for the de Saisset Gallery Associates. Three hun-







Mr. Roald Reitan concertized to a capacity
house on April 14. Ivan Rasussen is the accom-
panist for the noted baritone.
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Don't bet on Belt. *^'
You two give him • C's.












Froni Row, I to r: McCosker, Thompson, Weiss, Cameron, de laPena, Cancilla, Cannon, Lynn,
Ciraulo, Clements.
Second Row : Zilli, Hamman, Peron, Hayes, Galli, McCullough, Smith, Owens.
Third Row: Quijano, Blank, Spenser, Dulles, Horvilleur, Gaddis, Murphy, Pedro.







Bottom Row, I to r: Silva, Jacoberger, Bukow, Cesar, Caveney, Ruggieri, Nistler, Cantoni, Zickgraf,
Savant, Anderson, Kulish, Henschke, Givvin, Dolan.
Middle Row: Franco, Coffey, Ahlers, Lang, Zuccaro, Sichi, Boessow, Egan, Baumann, Kerins,
Mooney, Schmidt, Williams, Hegarty, Norton, Wilt, Stilt.
Top Row: Stalin, Vranizan, Roberts, McGuire, Parker, Chin, Dust, Monroe, Lamasney, Benny,
Simone, Goodfellow, Chock.
Front Row: Williams, Wilson, Vranizan, Benson, Bodine, Leach, Simon, Foy, Roberts.
Middle Row: Hanrahan, Basinet, Nulk, Roach, Gleason, Cunningham, Figini, Bedolla, Murphy,
Pizzo, Chappy, J. R. Murphy.





Bottom row, I. to r. : Lester, Campagna, Lo Bue, Carey, Filipini, Rolla, Miller,
Ryland, Britschgi, Clarke, Ferguson, Nucci, Jones, Delia Maggiore, Kotey,
Lavorato, Coyne. Second ro«' : Bellaria, Negri, Hamilton, Snyder, Janosko,
Yuki, Davis, Palmtag, Sturdevant, Perdichizzi, Glaab, Bordallo, Schleich,
Calvo, Alves, Delu, Lopes, Tomasello. Third row: Young, O'Rourke,
Hayes, Ruffoni, Callahan, Mangan, Cummings, Dorsey, Brennan,
Gooding, Stearns, Ciraulo, Marsh. Cancilla, Golden, Wytmans. Top
row: Soetje, Rudolph, Pavlatos, Chittenden, Middleton, Degreg-







Standing, left to right: Jenkins, Gaffney, Montgomery, Higgins,
Venezia. Kneeling and sitting: Jones, Negri, McCosker, Giffen,
Allen, Goode, Birmingham.
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Kneeling, left to right: Pinhiero, Bukow, Cloney, Donegan, Lang, Sichi, Gallagher.
Standing: Williams, Baptiste, Johnson, Crosetti, Barry, Hobbs.
a49QQ CUB




Sitting, left to right: Moses, Merriman, Quinlan, Castaneda, Frasse, Dawson, Korte. Kneeling:
Nichols, Kinsey, Price, Williams, Banchero, Louis. Standing: Wardal, Janelli, Taddeucci, Brock-
man, Engeli.
The Blackstone Society is an organization interested in pre-legal research in the
undergraduate years. After a period of inactivity last year the society underwent a
revamping which proved beneficial to the group. Bob Castenada was elected president
of the Blackstone Society for the 1956-57 period. During the year the organization
heard several lectures from distinguished men of the legal profession from the area.
The scope of this year's pre-legal students was broadened greatly by the active program
of the Blackstone Society.
The Galtes Chemistry Society is the Student Affiliate Chapter of the
American Chemical Society. Highlighting this year's activities was the
group's participation in the annual regional convention of the Student
Affiliates, the annual field trip, the A.C.S. meetings held on campus, the
student seminars, and a systematic scheduling of lectures and films at the
regular meetings.
Assisting Roy Sloan in his duties as President were Vice-president
Thomas Palmer, Secretary Gerald Orr, and Treasurer Rodney Chu. The
Society's aim is to give the student an insight into chemistry as a future
profession.





Standing I. to r.: E. Louis, S. Louis, G. Botelho. Kneeling: T.
Young, G. Chun, T. Andrade, L. Murakami, R. Chu, D.
Silva, L. Chock.
WUBRARD CAMERA CUB
Standing, I. to r.: G. Silva, K. Stearns, L. Desmond. Sitting: S. Louis, C. Lopez,
A. Crosetti, T. Ginella, M. Pendo.
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Standing, I. to r.: Pellant, Devincenzi, Schwartz, Fottrel, Casteneda, Marshall, Gavotto, Price,
Glaab, Martin, Casey, Harley. Sitting: Bunce, Merriman, Fillipini, Engli, Jacobberger," Bukow.
The Glee Club under the direction of Dr.
Thomas Fenyo put on many successful perfor-
mances this year. Regular High Masses were
sung throughout the school year in the Mission
Church. The Glee Club also represented the
University off campus by traveling to the College
of Notre Dame, Belmont and the Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital, Palo Alto.
The successful year was due to the coopera-
tion of the members with Dr. Fenyo, Director,
Fr. William Burman, S.J., Moderator, and the
officers: Richard Gavotto, President; Robert
Castaneda, Vice-President, David Healy, Secre-
tary; James O'Malley, Treasurer; and Michael
Farley and Joe Glaab, Librarians.
The Glee Club singing compositions of
Bach, Beethoven, Rogers and Hammerstein, and
the clever Negro Spirituals gave a sparkle to such
events as the High School Senior Day, Founder's
Day, and the dedication of Mc Laughlin Hall.
The Glee Club is a proud asset to the Uni-















mey, E as ley,
Boscacci. Second
row: M o w a 1 1,
Taddeucci,
Daley.
Under the able direction of President Dolph
Senesac, the International Relations Club re-
activated itself this year and aroused the interest
of many students through movies, discussions,
lectures, and the Model U.N. The highlight of
the year was the participation of the club in the
seventh session of the Model United Nations.
Stimulated by this year's session, the members
plan to take an even more active role next year.
President Senesac is ably aided by Vice-
President, Pete Bellaria, Secretary, Gus Espinosa,
and Treasurer, Charlie Erie.
The Literary Club is a student society to
promote appreciation of significant literature and
to encourage creative writing. During the course
of the year, the group has discussed and ex-
changed ideas on a variety of topics including the
reading of papers and creative works, the hearing
of special literary recordings from the Varsi Lib-
rary, and the presentation of several guest












left to right: Tak-
amoto, Johnson,






















The Mendel Society is organized to promote the interests of those students
studying in the field of Biology. Activities in the first semester took the group to a
psychiatric clinic at Agnew State Hospital, a mixer at O'Connor's School of Nursing,
and a polio vaccine publicity drive. The second half of the schogl year saw ji very
successful blood drive carried out by the Mendel Society under the chairmanship
of Nick Sellars. Under the leadership of Peter Sheaff, President, Joe Rishwain, Vice-
President, Frank Ryan, Treasurer, and Howie Taylor, Secretary, the club had one
of its most successful years.
The Nobili Club carried on a multiciplicity of ac-
tivities on Santa Clara's labyrinthine campus during
the past year. The club shouldered one of the most im-
portant tasks of the school year, that of managing the
newly instituted ofF-campus publicity program. The
committee, under the guidance ofJohn Taddeucci,
proved so successful that the entire program was
adopted by the ASUSC. For entertainment, the club
p/esented the foreign film, "The Little World of Don
CamiUo. ' This venture
was carried out successfully
by a committee headed by m
f^WT^ff f














P/y^- RAN /A/UERJCAN STUDENTS ASSOOATfON
Top Row, I. to r.: M. Garcia, J. Herdocia, T. UyTengsu, Valentin Horvil-
leur. Middle row: R. Davis, C. Varona, J. Toomey, R. Parada, N. Gunther,
M. Moraza, G. Espinosa. Seated: R. Matheu, G. Quijano, M. del Rosario.
This was the Pan American Stu-
dents Association's second year of ex-
istence. PASA's Columbus Day cel-
ebration marked the beginning of the
highly successful year. A very interest-
ing lecture was given by Dr. Beilharz
outlining the Monroe Doctrine.
One of the highlights of Pan
American Day was the introductory
talk presented by Mrs. Boothby who
took her listeners on an armchair torn-
through Latin America.
An internal organizational dev-
elopment resulted in the outgrowth of
the "Chess Club."
As an added activity, the club
sponsored its weekly program of "Music
from South of the Border."
PASA's schedule reached its climax
with the annual picnic.
COCCJ^ CLUB
Top row, I. to r.: Fink, Davis, Matheu, Parra, Lopez, Moraza, Sere, Araquistain. Middle row: Reg-
inato, Espinosa, Clarkin, De Vincenzi. Bottom Row: Del Rosario, Ahlers, Rocha, Parada, Harley,
Davis.
The 1956-1957 season witnessed team promotion
by the Soccer Club. With the backing of this Club,
Santa Clara University had an intramural Soccer
Championship for the first time. The team was in-
deed fortunate to receive such new enthusiastic mem-
bers as well as the surprising encouragement extended
to the team by its more numerous followers. The
Club held a banquet during which awards were
granted to its outstanding members. The Club views
the future from an optimistic standpoint.
R£D mr^o^D
Under the leadership of Dominic Ruggieri Santa Clara's Red Hat Band proved
to be a very successful organization this year. With the aid of the Rally Committee,
which financed new music and new red and white striped vests, the band ably en-
tertained the spectators and the Bronco
rooters at the basketball games. The group
played popular Dixieland numbers such as,
"High Society," "Copenhagen," "When the
Saints Come Marching In," "Ja-da," and
many others.
Also aided by the Rally Committee, the
Red Hat Band under the leadership of Al
Borgerding was able to lead the spirited
trip to Los Angeles by the Broncos. To-
gether with hard work and a will to work,
the band won the respect and admiration of
many Bronco supporters, both at home and
away.
The spirit and the performance of the
Red Hat Band has become one of the main
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To/? row, left to right: Bukow, Harper, Castruccio, Ginella, D. Williams, Finney, Waegner, Ferree,
Harrison, Kulish. Second row: H. Williams, Golden, Delu, Frietzche, Flood, SheafT, Silva, Nistler,
Boessow, Waligora. Third row: Savant, Sauer, Lally, Webb, Fong, Crosetti, Rishwain, Sichi, Cloney,
Bannan, Paquette, Louis. Front row: Lang, Maloney, Basinet, Donahue, Kaska, Gavotto, Rocky
Wood, Chapman.
The St. John Berchmans Society provided the men who assist at the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass. Father John Seiquist, S.J., moderator and Art Cro-
setti, Prefect set up this efficient organization so that every function held in
the Mission had the proper assistance. The members sacrificed precious hours
of sleep to serve the many early morning Masses. The organization also pro-
vided its members with periodic relaxation in the form of monthly movies with
appropriate refreshments. The
annual picnic at Phelan Park in
Santa Cruz was a worthwhile cul-
mination for the years activities.
Neal Harrison and John Figini served
as the temperamental chefs.
CUR/ lAU^C QOOaUTV
From top, left to right: Dooney, Eaton, Waegner, Bauer, Kulish, Cloney, Kelley, Nistler, Berg, Bur-
dick, Waligora, Caro, Williams. On steps, left to right: Ginella, Sichi, Ryan, Paquette, Donnegan,
Lewis, Gavotto, Bannan, Sauer, Bukow, Harrison, Crosetti, Engeli, Castaneda.
I*"
Conducting the annual mission drive, teaching catechism to to gram-
mar school children, arranging for nocturnal adoration, sponsoring May
devotions—these are some of the external activities that members of Santa
Clara's Sodality engaged in during the 1956-57 school year. But more import-
ant to the Sodality than its external activities is its internal program, aimed at
the personal santification of each member. Working with Neal Harrison and
Father McAuliffe on the
reorganization of the Sodality
were Art Crosetti and Howard
Johnson, Assistant prefects; Bruce
Douglas, secretary; Larry Cloney,
treasurer; Tom Kelley and Jack Thomp-
son, instructors of candidates; and Gene
Burdick, Bob Caro, Don Eaton, and Joe
Hester, consultors. Tennant C, Wright S.J.
was moderator.
A^
Ti^zr<^ row, /f/? to right: Kinser, Bruce, Giacomini, Coston, Ferree,
Tassi, Bodine, McKeon, Ferrari, Evans, Chun, Seja, Paoli,
Ching. Second row: Vanderbeek, Kloepping, Klaren, Manlowe,
Kwapil, O'Laughlin, Portello, Faries, Bortfeld, Lobdell, Cas-
This year the Pershing Rifles wound up the year
with a series of victories in numerous parades
throughout the Bay Area. The drill team was under
the command of W. Stowe and C. Vanderbeek. The
tellucci. Faith, Johns, Higgins, Crowe, Stowe. First row: Kulish,
Cuneo, Recchio, Sgt. Ferry, Peterson, Dempsey, Murakami,
Easley, Soher, Conant, Lt. Higgs, Leatham, Golden, Berg,
Majerus.
company itself was under the command of Roger
Easley who led the unit through a successful year
from both the military and social viewpoint.
SOIB^RD ^ BLAVG-
<^ ^-5^ ^M
Third row, left to right: Boscacci, Fong, Murakami, DeMartini,
Abreu, Bannan, Nulk, Breen, Kerins, Plageman, Lopez,
Bukow, Conant, Siri, Negri, Janosko, Easley. Second row:
Peterson, Enos, Perez, L'Estrange, Figini, Clements, GafTney,
The Scabbard and Blade under the command
of Louis Souza had a very successful year. A club
room was completed and furnished for the use of its
members. It sponsored a number of lectures and
Nicolas, Orr, Stearns, Weyand, Salmon, McDonald, Pacheco,
Soriano. First row: Cunningham, Krimmer, Home, Lowes,
Lt. Milne, Ryland, Souza, Pavlatos, Mooney, Kimball,
Healey, Terry, Owens.
hosted the Military Staff at a gala Christmas Party.
The other officers of the society were Pavlatos,
Mooney, and Ryland with Lt. Milne as its moderator.
Standing, left to right: Schwartz, Nagle, Mack, Zinns, Plageman, Frasse, Faul, Burns.
Kneeling: Portello, Gunther, Heaphy, Hamilton, Johnck, Fillipini.
From the lofty peaks of the
high Sierras to the cool pool of
Alum Rock Park the S.C. Ski
Club has written another page
in its scrapbook. This year saw
the club have its usual meet-
ings and occasional movies be-
fore the snow season began.
Then, the snow fell and semes-
ter exams were put behind and
the Club went to Reno, Nevada
for the annual Inter-semester
"fun-daze" of skiing and other
related and amusing activities.
"... and a good time was had
by all . . . "
c\a ouB
TUOm^TC
Standing, left to right: Heaphy, Takamoto, DuBay, Senesac, Traina, Gerecke, Regan.
Kneeling: Engeli, Jones, Mann, Schaefer.
The campus philosophical
association, The Thomist So-
ciety, started afresh this year
under the enthusiastic guidance
of President Dolph Senesac.
With Fr. Austin Fagothey for
moderator and Lindsay Mann,
Secretary, the club has been
holding informal meetings
regularly. Topics brought up
from "What's the use of
Thomism?" to "What's the
use of Santa Clara?". But they
always remained on philosopi-
cal grounds so that nobody
ever got hurt. Discussions can
get tough and touchy, though,
considering that not only Phi-
losophy majors but all students
participate in these free-for-alls.
167
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The Tau Beta Pi is a professional Engineer-
ing honor fraternity which has been inaugurated
at the University of Santa Clara to encourage and
to recognize outstanding scholarship and character
among the undergraduate members of the College of
Engineering.
President Garret Weyand attended the national honor fra-
ternity convention in Kansas City as a representative of the Cali-
fornia Zeta Chapter.
Members are selected on the basis of their "Scholarship, Integrity,
and Diligence."
Sitting, left to right: Nulk, Jacobberger, Chin, Dolan, Weyand, Boessow, Burroughs, Zickgraf, Bukow.




NStanding, left to right: Dan Boessow, Ray Lilly, John Gardner, Don McNeil,
Bill Regan. Kneeling: Dick Dolan, Fred Maguire, Bob Wilkins, Bill Home,
Garret Weyand, Jerry Nistler.
Alpha Sigma Nu is a National Honor Society with chapters in various
Jesuit Colleges and Universities throughout the United States. It
is a society organized of honor students who have distinguished









Top row, I. to. r.: Schleich, Perez, LoBue, Hayes, Irving Smith, Taglio. Middleton, Pavlatos, Cody,
Yuki. Second row: Negri, Lopes, O'Rourlce, Jones, Ryland, Plageman, Soetje, Miller, Rolla, Sawyer,
Coyne. Bottom row: Janosko, Britschgi, Rudolph, Murphy, Nucci, Campagna, Carey, Brennan.
Sturdevant, Palmtag.
As in the past, the Deha Sigma Pi again flour-
ished both on and off campus. This business fra-
ternity provided its members many and varied
activities highhghted by The Rose of Delta Sig
Dance which was a big success both socially and
financially. Pledges received a very stimulating
initiation and reciprocated by treating the actives
to some of their own medicine which was received
in good (?) faith.
The fraternity treated the Student Body to a
dance appropriately called the Delta-Shindig held
in a hall noted for its atmosphere.
President Campagna did an excellent job in






pSittirii^, left to ri<iht: Murikami, Wood, Hayes, Mr. Arata, V. Murphy, Peterson, Flood, Donahue,
Callaghan, Mr. Schmidt, Glaab. Second row: Lang, Enright, K. Murphy, Miller, Gavotto, Radar,
Kelly, Birmingham, Lavarato, Figini, Souza, Premo, Leach, Banchero, Heron, Espinosa, Bosacci.
Third row: Caro, Harrison, Johansing, Marshall, Korte, Campisi, Sheaf f, Britschgi, Healey, Sturde-
vant, Sullivan, Owings, O'Brien, Lawler, Clooney. Fourth row: Chittenden, Kerins, T. Breen,
Rvland, King, P. Breen, Ferguson.
The school year 1956-57 was a big year for
the Kappa Zeta Phi Fraternity. Since 1948 the
fraternity was affiliated with the national Al-
pha Phi Omega. The organization broke all
national ties because of the fact that it was not
operating according to the principles of the
National Chapter. The fraternity is composed
of outstanding students and leaders on the
campus who give unselfishly of their services
for a better Santa Clara. The new fraternity
has as its goal the formation of a national serv-
ice fraternity in each of the Jesuit universities
in the country.
The social scene was highlighted by two
pledge banquets, smokers, and a barbecue, as












First row, I. to r. : Herbst,
Anthony, Sheaff, Rishwain.
Second row: Nelson, Burns,
Mr. Warburton, Johnson,
Dr. Flaim, Ryan, Pendo,
Sellars. Third row: Mack,
Campisi, Caralli.






Top row, I. to r.: Campisi, CaralH. Taylor, Leon, Bwananacuba, Azevedo,
O'Brien, Primo. Middle row: Tanno, Radar, Curry, Singlelald, Martin, Shea,
March, Perdichizzi, Wytmans, Pizzo, Andresen, Wilhams. Bottom row: Mr. Arata,


















Standing, left to right: Rev. E. Zeman, S.J., Robert Feerick, Carlos Lopez, Gerald
Kirrene, Edward Lewis, D.D.S. Sitting: Rev. R. Kelley, S.J., Rev. C. Guenther,
S.J. , Joseph Felipe.
MfNCR/ QPOJ^TQ CO/UMriTK.
Left to right: Perelli, Cicoletti, Lopez, Crosetti, Benson.
fNTRA/UURAL COMMfTTK




- ABOUT TW^ T^/U -
"There's no place like home." Santa
Clara played the host role fifteen times during
the 1956-57 season at the San Jose Civic Audi-
torium and only once proved cordial hosts,
dropping a 44-47 decision to Seattle U. and
Ail-American Elgin Baylor.
The Broncs, under the expert guidance
of Coach Bob Feerick, came back the next
night to take Baylor and company into camp
to the tune of 85-76. Previously, the Broncs had
warmed up to the thrilling Seattle series by
winning their initial two home games, beating
the Alumni and Arizona State, while losing
their first road game to the tough U.C.L.A.
quintet in a terrific two-overtime struggle.
Following the Seattle series, the fast-im-
proving Broncos embarked for Chicago and
promptly gained experience from the United
States Olympic Team, fresh from conquering
the world at Melbourne. On Friday night in
Chicago the Olympians illustrated their prow-
ess by trouncing the Broncs 97-57 and on the
next night, suffering from the after-effects of
the world champs, were defeated by Loyola of
Chicago.
The Broncos returned home to succes-
sively crush the San Francisco Olympic Club,
San Jose State, Pepperdine, and U.S.F. The
U.S.F. victory was definitely the season's high-
light as the Dons' undefeated CBA skein was
snapped at 31 straight.
Another highlight of the season occurred
when the Broncs took the short trip up to Palo
Alto to administer Stanford its worst defeat on
its home court in many years. Later in the sea-
son the team saw their title hopes dimmed in
San Francisco by losing to U.S.F. and then
abolished in Moraga by losing to St. Mary's.
At home again, the Broncs beat Loyola
and Fresno State. But the Los Angeles trip
saw the team gain only a split, beating Pep-
perdine after losing a closie to Loyola.
The Broncos finished the season at home
by beating San Jose State for the third straight
time and reversing the earlier St. Mary's de-
feat with a starting lineup composed of gradu-
ating Seniors.
The win over St. Mary's earned the team
a second-place tie in CBA standings with a
league record of ten wins and four losses.
"There's no place like home."
SEASON'S SCORES
SC Opp. SC Opp. SC Opp.
61 Arizona State 47 57. San Jose State 47 47 U.S.F. 58
70 Alumni 51 75 Pepperdine 54 64 St. Mary's 76
58 UCLA 60 51 U.S.F. 47 81 Loyola 56
44 Seattle 47 79 C.O.P. 49 72 Fresno State 51
85 Seattle 76 74 Chico State 57 57 Loyola 58
57 Olympic Team 97 61 Fresno State 64 62 Pepperdine 59
67 Loyola of Chi. 76 77 Stanford 61 68 San Jose State 58






62 St. Mary's 53
- ABOUT TW^ /U^BKjS -
Veterans and inexperienced Sophomores com-
posed the 1956-57 edition of the Santa Clara Var-
sity Basketball Team. Early in the season Coach
Feerick had to experiment with several combina-
tions before he came up with the right one.
The first five that brought most of the success
to Santa Clara this past year was composed of
Seniors Dick Garibaldi and Rich Montgomery,
Junior Gary Gillmor, and Sophomores Jim Taylor
and Jerry Bachich. Garibaldi was the team's "come
through guy." Time after time he pulled down im-
portant rebounds and scored decisive points. Mont-
gomery, the team's leading scorer, was an import-
ant cog in the Bronco basketball machine. Gillmor,
one of the classiest dribblers in the country, pulled
more than one game out of the fire during the sea-
son. Taylor was the squad's defensive star. Possessed
with amazing jumping ability, he quelled the op-
position's leading scores repeatedly. Bachich was
a terror on the boards and scored with his long
jump shot when the points were needed.
Senior reserves Lu Jenkins and Don McNeil
provided bench strength that enabled Coach Feer-
ick to alternate his lineup to get the most out of his
personnel. Jenkins spelled Gillmor and Taylor with
great success while McNeil provided that extra re-
bounder needed to relieve the front line.
Left to right: Gillmor, Dawson, Korte, McNeil, Garibaldi, Reichmann, Montgom-
ery, Coach Feerick, Marshall, Harris, Bachich, Venezia, Gregory, Jenkins, Hayes,
Taylor.
j-jwK'i-
-vases- • -«^ a»
CUMULATIVE STATISTICS
Cms FGA FGM Pet. FTA FTM Pet Reb. PF TP Avg.
Montgomery 21 297 119 .401 145 92 .634 212 57 33P 15.7
Garibaldi 21 230 77 .333 143 92 .643 237 55 246 11.7
Gillmor 22 216 85 .393 101 63 .623 96 44 233 1P.6
Bachich 20 165 68 .412 83 55 .662 110 44 191 9.5
Taylor 22 184 64 .347 50 33 .667 108 51 161 7.3
Jenkins 22 112 48 .428 34 20 .589 63 38 116 5.3
McNeil 19 69 20 .289 44 27 .636 63 26 67 3.5
Venezia 12 27 12 .444 13 12 .923 23 11 36 3.P
Marshall 9 10 4 .400 14 8 .571 15 5 16 1.8
Gregory 8 14 3 .214 15 8 .533 16 6 14 1.7
Dawson 4 4 4 1.000 5 4 .800 1 3 12 3.P
Harris 6 2 .000 4 3 .750 8 5 3 P.6























Santa Clara 58 UCLA 60




















Gillmor 3 3 3 9
Bachich 1 2





Courtesy of Stanford Daily
Santa Clara 77 Stanford 61
FG FT PF IP
Bachich 6 6 3 18
















Jenkins 4 4 8










McNeil gives Baylor a little hip action
Rich Montgomery
SETTLE U.
Santa Clara 44 Seattle 47
FG FT PF TP
McNeil 1 1 2 3
Garibaldi 4 4 5 12
Montgomery 3 4 6












Santa Clara 85 Seattle 76
FG FT PF IP
Bachich 10 4 4 24





























U.S. Olympic Team 97
FG FT PF IP
Jenkins 1
Garibaldi 3 3 5 9
Montgomery 6 8 3 20
Taylor 3 6 3 12
Gillmor 2 4 2 8
Gregory 2 4
McNeil 2 1 2
Korte 2 1 2
16 25 16 57
Santa Clara 67
Loyola of Chicago 76
FG FT PF IP
Bachich 5 4 3 14
Garibaldi 2 3 2 7
Montgomery 4 9 5 17
Taylor 3 3 2 9






21 25 22 67
Wait 'til he comes down Jerry
Garibaldi jumps against Farmer
Jim Taylor
U. Q, P.
Santa Clara 51 USF 47
FG FT PF TP
Bachich 3 4 2 10























Santa Clara 47 USF 58
FG FT PF IP
Bachich 1 2
Garibaldi 2 6 3 10
Montgomery 6 2 4 14



















Santa Clara 57, San Jose State 47
FG FT PFTP
Bachich 6 1 4 13



















Santa Clara 67, San Jose State 59
F,G FT PFTP
Bachich 7 2 3 16




















25 17 14 67




















19 30 18 68
Jerry Bachich
LOYOLA
Santa Clara 81, Loyola 56
Lu Jenkins
FG FT PFTP
Bachich 3 2 3 8




























29 23 18 81
Santa Clara 57, Lovola 58
FG FT PFTP
Bachich 1 5 2 7



































'^^HIS Santa Clara 73, Pepperdine 54
-^ I^H '^ifj^^H FG FT PFTPim^1 ^1 BachichGaribaldi 54 3 2 133 2 11
^K-W-^ISk^H^^H ^^H Montgomery 6 2 1 14
^^M BfcZ^^IR^^^H ^^^P Gillmor 3 4 10^^^^ ^^^ Taylor 3 3 6
^^^^^H.V ^^^M Jenkins 1 2 2
^I'lfl McNeilVenezia 13 3 26
^^^B ^Hg^^^^H Harris 2 2
Gregory 1 1 2
Dawson 2 2
^^^P ^^^I5 V^^^^l Hayes -I 1 2 3H i\^l 28 17 16 73Santa Clara 62, Pepperdine 59
FG FT PFTP
^^^Ih -''-^^^^^^^^^I Bachich 1 2 1 4
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K
"
^^^^^^^H ^^^^^^^^B^^^^ Garibaldi 7 14
^^Hj^^^^^^^K
^^^^^^^HHRr! Montgomery 5 3 3 13
^^L' ^^^^^» Gillmor 4 3 8
r^jA^ ^^ ^^^E^lral Taylor 3 1 3 7
^^^^^B ^m ^-^ ^H^^JJ^^^L ^^^L^^^" ^^^^^^^^H Jenkins 4 2 2 10






Wave looks on as Monty dunks. 26 10 13 62
PR-^NO QTAT^
Santa Clara 61, Fresno State 64
FG FT PFTP
Bachich 6 7 1 19
















23 15 16 61
Santa Clara 72 , Fresno State 51
FG FT PFTP







Garibaldi 4 3 3 11







Venezia 1 1 2
28 16 13 72
Don McNeil
c. o. p.
Santa Clara 79, COP 49
FG FT PFTP
Bachich 3 4 6
































Bachich 2 4 2 8















Bulldogs and Broncs battle for rebound.
Rooters ready themselves for big tilt.
Dick Venezia
QT. /UARV^
Santa Clara 64, St. Mary's 76
FG FT PFTP
Bachich 2 2 4
Garibaldi 2 2 6
Montgomery 10 4 3 24
Gillmor 4 2 8
Taylor 3 3 1 9
McNeil 2 4
Jenkins 3 3 3 9
Venezia 2
Dawson 1
26 1-2 14 64
Santa Clara 62, St. Mary's 53
FG FT PFTP
Garibaldi 4 6 2 14
McNeil 1 1 1 3
Montgomery 7 9 3 23
Venezia 1 3 2
Jenkins 3 2 2 8
Gillmor 2 2 4
Taylor 3 2 1 8
21 20 14 62
Clever Gary Gillmor lays one m.
- PR.OCW BACKBTBAIL -
The 1956-57 Freshman Basketball Team was
one of the finest in recent years. Coach Joe
Felipe turned the former high school stars into a
well organized college unit. The team possessed
shooting ability, rebounding strength, reserve
strength and a strong desire to win. The overall
record for the season was twelve wins against
three losses.
The team was composed of many bright pros-
pects for future Bronco varsities. Mel Prescott
and Frank Sobrero were the top scorers. Close
behind were Bert Myers and George Gardiner.
Jim Russi and Tom Besmer alternated in filling
out the first five. Reserve strength was present
in the form of Joe Sheaff, Dave Ramm, Joe





Kneeling, left to right: Tomasello, Jones, Gill, Soetje, GafTney, Keitges, Hutcheson. Second row: Birm-
ingham, Goode, Dalton, Chinchiolo, Allen, Huletz, Mgr. Kelley. Third row: O'Rourke, Kosinski,
Higgins, Shea, Venezia, Petroni, Coach Bedolla.
Coach Chuck Bedolla's 1956-57 entry in the CIBA did not fare as well as expected. Pla-
gued by one-run losses, the team ended the season with a 2-12 league record.
Even though the season was not too successful, there were some bright spots in the lineup.
The fielding and clutch hitting of Norm Huletz, the long-ball hitting ofJim O'Rourke, the
steady hitting and work behind the plate of Ed Allen, and the all-around play of Mike Birm-
ingham at first base were just a few of the highlights of the season.
With much of the team returning to again don Santa Clara uniforms next year, the pros-
pects appear bright. Pitching again will be the big question mark.
(SRADUATfN^^ Q9N10J^
Left to right: Norm Huletz, Dan Gaffhey, George Soetje, Capt. Bob Jones, Dick Venezia.
HITTING STATISTICS
Name Gms. AB R H 2B 3B HR Ave. PO A E Ave.
Shea 29 102 11 29 4 1 .284 35 70 19 .847
Huletz 29 107 14 29 7 1 .271 43 79 11 .917
O'Rourke 29 104 20 25 4 3 5 .240 70 5 11 .872
Birmingham 28 91 6 21 3 1 .231 201 7 3 .986
Allen 26 84 10 19 3 1 .226 117 11 6 .955
Hutcheson 22 53 2 12 2 .226 27 2 .931
Goode 28 94 16 18 2 3 .191 40 2 6 .875
Jones 16 22 4 4 2 .182 2 1.000
Kosinski 13 23 1 4 .174 40 3 2 .957
Venezia 13 30 4 5 .167 23 2 .920
Chinchiolo 23 56 4 8 1 .143 48 44 5 .948
Tomasello 9 14 1 2 .143 20 3 3 .855
Dalton 15 29 3 4 .138 19 7 .901
Soetje 11 28 _3 __5 _0 _0 .132 37 27 J_ .901


































Kneeling, left to right: Creighton, Powers, Kwapil, Hastings, Miller. Standing: Sheaff, Prescott, Gard-
iner, Schott.
The 1956-57 Bronco Freshman Baseball Team finished an abbreviated campaign with a
six won and seven lost record. Coach Bill Giffen's nine suffered its ups and downs but dis-
played talent that will bolster future Bronco varsities.
The most important assets to next year's varsity will be southpaw pitchers Dick Creigh-
ton and Larry Higgins. Both were impressive as starters for the Frosh. The hitting ofJerry
Soderberg, Steve Schott, Sonny Brandt and Les Powers will undoubtedly help next year's
varsity.
A word of praise has to be given to Coach Giffen for his untiring efforts to develop future
baseball talent for Broncoville.
WRJ9QTUN&
Front row, left to right: Cannizzaro, Fotenos,
Roberts, Mooring. Second row: Donegan,
Buoncristiani, Webb, Davis, Coach Stein.
Third row: Doyle, Webb, Nulk, Staton,
Roffoni.
BCWN<^
Coach Franusich congratulates Mike
Nagel on winning the Novice Boxing
Tournament.
Captain Art Crosetti.
Kneeling, left to right: Trainer Schmidt, Soriano, DeBeUis, Bennett, Martin, Coach Franusich.






Standing, I. to r.: Portella, Pruia, Peron, Lopez, Moraza, Matheu, Morala, Davis. Kneeling:

















Fzr5< row, /^/ to n'^A<; Nicolas, Breen, Flood. Second row: Miller, Premo, RoUa, Sellars. Third
row: McNeil, Montgomery, Clarke, Jenkins.
The experts said that no team could go undefeated for more than one year in intramural
ball. But the Alviso Rowing Club II proved the experts wrong by ruling the softball roost for
two consecutive years. Fifteen straight games saw this great club power its way to victory over
formidable opposition. Last year the three-time champion BWA team gave weak opposition to
the ARC II. This past season Buck Polk's PW's were the big threat but fell 6-0 before the
pitching of big Tom Flood. Lu Jenkins pitched the final game which went 13-0 in favor of the
Champs.
Team success was due in great measure to the pitching of Flood, Jenkins and Jim Len-
inger (an optionee). Pierre Nicolas, picked up from the Bronco Varsity, held down the initial
sack and wielded heavy lumber. Other great hitters were Al Clarke, catcher; Gene Premo,
left field; Don McNeil, 3rd base as well as Rich Montgomery, Tom Miller, Nick Sellars and
all-purpose Richard Rodney Rolla. Coach, captain, and manager Tom Breen did a remark-
able job in all his capacities.
This is the team that people will talk about for years to come. The memory of the Alviso







After only a weekend to recuperate from final examinations, the graduating class of 1957
was swirled into a feverish week of well-planned and fast-paced activities. Beginning with a
spiritual retreat and climaxing with graduation exercises, Senior Week impressed its memor-
able mark upon the minds of Santa Clara's 1957 graduates.
The retreat, at El Retiro San Inigo in Los Altos, began on Monday evening and closed
after breakfast on Thursday. Approximately eighty seniors took advantage of the beauty and
solitude of El Retiro to make their final collegiate retreat. On Thursday evening, the Senior
Ball, highlighted by Ray Hackett's thirteen piece orchestra, was voted a fabulous success by
the 110 couples who enjoyed the dinner and dancing at the California Country Club. Chair-
man John Figini's dance committee included Ken Hermann, Bob Wood, Frank Ryan, Brent
Britschgi, and Rich Montgomery.
At two o'clock on Friday afternoon. Father President addressed the graduating class, at
solemn Baccalaureate services held in the Mission. Following Benediction, a reception was held
in the Mission gardens for the graduates and their parents and friends. A few hours later, the
annual Senior-Parent dinner was served at Mariani's restaurant in Santa Clara. The dinner
was preceded by a cocktail party for the guests, hosted by members of the Senior Class. The
week came to a momentous close on Saturday morning at eleven o'clock, with the conferring





. . .a man truly representative of
the purposes of the University of
Santa Clara who delivers the fare-
well address for his class.
. . .Jerry Kirrene had the honor of
delivering the Valedictory on June
15th and his speech showed the
interest and sincerity which marked
his years at the University. As Stu-
dent Body Secretary in his junior
year and as Student Body Presi-
dent in his senior year Jerry Kir-
rene exemplified the true spirit of
devotion and work which the
founders of the University desired
to have its graduates demonstrate.
NOBILI MEDAL
. . .awarded to the student judged out-
standing in personal conduct, school ac-
tivities, and studies.
Don McNeil
. . . Don McNeil gained public notice as an outstanding
member of the Bronco basketball team. But more than in
sports did he demonstrate high qualities. An exemplary stu-
dent and a member of Alpha Sigma Nu, Don McNeil ser-
ved as president of the Block SC, president of the Junior


















. . contribution to University
Publications.
Paul K. Johnson
lii"hest average in Science.
CHEMISTRY MEDAL
Roy Sloan






. . . outstanding contribution in
field of business administration.
REDWOOD PRIZE
Guy C. Klitgaard











. . . contributed the most to the









. . . highest scholastic average and
most outstanding scholarship in
the College of Business.
Richard P. Dolan
. . . highest scholastic average in
the College of Engineering.
SHIPSEY POETRY PRIZE
D. Richard Mahcr










. . . scholarship, leadership, and
moral responsibility.
Hill Jones and the Owl staff.
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There are many people who have given us a great deal of help in assembling
this yearbook, and to whom we would now like to express our humble and sincere
thanks:
. . J. R. Myers, of Myers Yearbooks, who gave us so much assistance in our
work and was very patient about deadlines. Thanks also to Verne Barr of the Myers
Company.
. . . Tom and Pat Collins of Tom Collins Studio in Burlingame, for all their time
and efforts in doing the bulk of The Redwood's photographic work.
. . . Adrian Hatfield Aerial Surveys of Menlo Park, who provided us with one of
the excellent aerial photographs seen' on the inside covers.
. . . The United States Navy, for providing us with another of our cover photo-
graphs.
. . . Tom McGeeney, who gave us access to his stock of negatives from the school
newspaper, "The Santa Clara."
. . . Miss Darlene Gardner and Mr. and Mrs. Moore of Bear Photo, who gave
us fast and expert service in the printing of negatives.
. . . Miss Carol Driggs, for her help in distributing last year's Redwood and her
valuable assistance in the vital preparations for make-up of this book.
. . . Gene Premo, who spent many hours after graduation in compiling the final
pages of the book, before sending it to press.
. . . Father Alexander Tait, S.J., who did more work during the year than any
two staff members, and who was such a great help in proofreading the final copy.
Thanks again to these and all other persons who have helped us in some degree,
no matter how small or how large, with the vast work which this book represents.






Mr. & Mrs. Albert Adamo Mr. & Mrs. Wallace R. Lynn
I'
Mr. & Mrs. Peter F. Aiello Mr. & Mrs. Daniel W. Maher
Mr. & Mrs. A.T. Andrade Mr. & Mrs. F.W. McDonald i
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Ashton Mr. & Mrs. R. McNeil
s
Mr. & Mrs. George Basinet Mrs. S. T. Moran i
Mr. & Mrs. D. L. Boessow Mr. & Mrs. J. P. Murphy
Mr. & Mrs. B. Charles Borgerding Mrs. Inez Nicholas
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Breen Mr. & Mrs. Louis M. Nisich
Rear Admiral & Mrs. J.M. Bristol Mr. & Mrs. G.J. Nistler
Mr. & Mrs. Walter P. Busher Mr. & Mrs. Jerome J. Norton
Mr. & Mrs. J.O. Cantoni Mr. & Mrs. Elmer O'Brien
Mr. & Mrs. G. Carey Mr. & Mrs, Henry L. Orr
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred S. Chapman Mr. & Mrs. S.J. Pavlatos
Mr. Chew Horn Chin Mr. & Mrs. Matt Pendo
Mr. & Mrs. W.B. Clements Mr. & Mrs. J.T. Rishwain
Mr. & Mrs. Albert D. Comstock Mr. & Mrs. V.G. Ryland
Mrs . Attilio Crosetti Mr. & Mrs. Roger W. Salmon
Mr. & Mrs. Laurence Desmond Mr. Anthony Schleich
Mr. & Mrs. Paul F. Dolan Mr. & Mrs. Alfredo J. Sere
Mr. & Mrs. Orlando Figini Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Sheaff
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Flood Mr. & Mrs. Martin Sloan
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. S. Flynn Mr. & Mrs. George R. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Carl B. Gavotto Mr. & Mrs. George H. Soetje
Mr. & Mrs. G.H. Giffen Mr. & Mrs. Louis B. Souza
' Mrs . Daisy M. Griffiths Mrs. Helen F. Stearns
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel F. Harrington Mr. & Mrs. Edward L. Terry
Mr. & Mrs. F.P. Healey Mr. & Mrs. Felice Torlai
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Janelli Mr. & Mrs. E.J. Valencia Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Lucius F. Jenkins Mr. & Mrs. Frank J. Venezia
Mr. & Mrs. O.M.Johnson Mr. & Mrs. Edward G. Weiss
Mr. & Mrs. J. Emmett Jones Mr. & Mrs. Garret Weyand
Mr. & Mrs. J. Kirrene Mr. & Mrs. Earl Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Frank J. Kotey Mr. & Mrs. William J. Wood
Mr. J.D. Krimmer Mr. & Mrs. T. Yuki
Mr. & Mrs. Salvadore R. LoBue Mr. & Mrs. Henry P. Zickgraf






SERVING YOU IN THE STUDENT DINING






First and Keyes Fourth and Julian















CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
to the
University of Santa Clara
ITS FACULTY AND STUDENTS
'Nick A. Chargin" Santa Clara
HARMON A. SMITH FUNERAL HOME
907 WASHINGTON STREET
SANTA CLj^RA. CALIFORNIA
HARMON A. SMITH AXminster 6-2978
Whenever you TRAVEL . . .
Let Lerios Handle All Arrans;emcnts
The WeslV FineHl Travel A^enry
St. Claire Hotel







For Your Slope - Beach - Court
Stadium - Stream - Course
Campus Needs — SEE
SANTA CLARA SPORT SHOP
Franchised Wilson Dealer"
Peter S. Talia
1485 FRANKLIN AXminster 6-2820
Santa C'lara
TOM COLLINS













THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA
Frank J. Bucher Mayor
Victor E. Salberg Councilman
Frank J. Barcells Councilman
W. J. Nicholson... Councilman
Joseph J. Rebeiro Councilman
William P. Kiely Councilman
Anthony R. Toledo Councilman
UniversitT of Santa Clara
BOOKSTORE
(Conveniently located on the campus)
. . .
Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. . . .
New and Used Books
All required class texts available, as well as supplies and equipment.
WE NOW BUY USED BOOKS FROM STUDENTS
SHOP HERE AND SAVE—Please compare our prices!
We always have a fine selection of Catholic books, missals and religious articles
OBTAIN YOUR ROYAL, UNDERWOOD OR SMITH-CORONA PORTABLE






Compliments of . . .
•LOU-BILL-SAL"
Santa Clara Drug Co.
Prescriptinu Driiy^yhfs
Corner Main and Franklin AXminster 6-7482
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
GREEN FROG SUPER
960 East Santa Clara and 2090 The Alameda
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
GROCERIES AND MEATS
OPEN EVERY NITE TILL MIDNITE (SUNDAYS INCLUDED)
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FROZEN WAFFLES • MAYONNAISE
WAFFLE FLOUR • POTATO CHIPS











Super Kem-Tonc • Kem-Glo
Gifts • Homewares • Garden Supplies
SANTA CLARA HARDWARE
MR. CM. GEREVAS, Mgr.




Cold Meats • Pickles • Cheese








SMITH & McKAY PRINTING CO,
B. C. Smith L. McKay '47
180 W. St. James
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA
Compliments of
MR. AND MRS. SHEETS
El Padre Creamery
ACROSS FROM THE "SHIP'
AMERICAN FISH AND
POULTRY CO.
wholesale and Retail Dealers in
FISH, POULTRY and GAME IN SEASON
CYpress 2-3802
F. LocicERO AND Caruso Bros., Proprietors





998 Franklin Santa Clara





PHONE NOW CHerry 3-3997
m^
Se4^.
910 WISTAR SANTA CLARA







MCHieU FCOCRAL OCPOSIT INSURANCt CORPORATION • MCMKR rCOIRAl RCSCRVC ITtTCH
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
174 South Second












Hours 7 A.M. — 7:30 P.M.
Bus, Phone CY. 2-9102
Res, CY. 4-60.S5
Open Sunday by Appointment
JIM & BILL SPADAFORE
Complete Men's Formal Wear
Weddings — Dinner Dances
Theatre Parties - - Proms










2367 El Camino Real
SANTA CLARA




941 Main Street, Santa Clara
. . . It's a Real Pleasure to Serve




The ere,St of good living







1015 PARK - AT LINCOLN
San Jose 26, California
CY5-9084
BEST 11
Prime Rib Luncheon every week day Del Ore Room
Cocktail Lounge
TELETYPE SERVICE TELEVISION
M & M LIQUOR STORE
Open Daily 10 to 10—Sundays 10:30 to 9
542 GRANT STREET











Moor Park and Meridan Road
Phone CYpress 5-6504
PACE OPTICAL COMPANY
A COMPLETE OPTICAL LABORATORY
Bank df America Bldg.
SECOND FLOOR
CYPRESS 2-19 3 9
242 Meridian Road
3ET, PARK & SAN CARLOS
Free Pa r k I n g
CYPRESS 7-1 9 3 9
554 University Ave. davenport 4-i7a4 Pald Alto, calif.
Est. Since 1929
T Tir^r^ A RESTAURANT ANDi.UI^I^/\ LOUNGE
Italian Dinners
. . . Banquet Room
Opposite University of Santa Clara
OPEN DAILY
965 Grant Street
Phone AXminster 6-1984 Santa Clara, Calif.
PURVEYORS OF FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS






— HOME OFFICES —
San Luis O'Bispo
Monterey
Los Banos
HATFIELD AERIAL SURVEYS
Aerial Photography for
• Realtors
• Subdividers
• Land Planners
• Aero Color
• Aero Murals
• Brochures
Adrian R. Hatfield
DA 2-8805
274 Leland Ave.
Menlo Park, Calif
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